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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

First aid refers to initial assistance given to a person suffering a sudden health              

problem, which aims to maintain life, prevent further health decline and facilitate            

recovery. A common approach for first aid involves working to rectify           

“Circulation, Airway, Breathing and Deadly bleeding” (CABD) [Travers et al., 2010].           

By considering these four properties appropriate actions can be taken to save            

lives, e.g., by providing cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). 

One problem is that people can be injured unexpectedly at various times and             

places; sometimes there is no doctor available and not everyone knows how to             

give an injured person first aid. For this reason, first aid tool boxes and emergency               

buttons are currently made available at many public and private locations such as             

schools, care facilities, train stations, and companies.  

At the same time, nowadays embedded and intelligent systems incorporating          

technologies from robotics and artificial intelligence are becoming increasingly         

seen not only in factories but even in homes and hospitals, like Jibo or Pearl.               

Therefore a question arose: could such technologies not be used for first aid? 

1.2 Motivation 

The consequences of an emergency can be serious when a person is alone or              

professional help is unavailable, especially for elderly individuals, who are more           

likely to experience fall accidents than other age groups. The Centers for Disease             

Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that every year one in three persons aged             
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65 years or older experiences a fall accident [Tromp et al., 2010], which can lead               

to reduced mobility and quality of life and is the leading cause of fatal injuries in                

the elderly. In order to help address this problem, we propose that robots             

performing useful tasks in homes and care facilities could also assist in the case of               

an emergency, to help save lives and prevent much anguish. For this, the first              

important step is to provide a quick and meaningful assessment of a person's             

state after a fall or an accident. Such knowledge can then be passed on to medical                

professionals, or even used by a robot to perform some first aid. 

Thus, the goal of this project is to build a recognition system which can              

autonomously assess the state of an unconscious person after a fall in terms of              

CABD, in order to facilitate emergency treatment or enable emergency treatment           

to be performed by a robot. 

2 Related Work 

This project relates to: (1) home robots and intelligent environments, (2) robots            

built for first aid, (3) pattern recognition systems which can be used to detect              

people’s biosignals in emergencies, and (4) a rich body of knowledge on            

emergency medical approaches which could be implemented. 

2.1. Technologies for the Home (Robots and Intelligent Environments) 

Various technologies are being built to help in our daily lives. For example,             

ASIMO is a humanoid robot which can perform human-like actions like walking,            

avoiding obstacles, and opening bottle caps [Sakagami et al., 2002]. Another robot            

called RI-MAN could be used in a hospital to help carry patients [Onishi et al.,               

2006]. Also our lives are affected by the homes and offices in which we live and                

work, and much work is being conducted on intelligent environments such as            
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MavHome [Cook et al., 2003] and Gator Tech [Helal et al., 2005]. Such systems              

could change our lives and be very useful but currently none of them have              

capability for first aid. 

2.2. Robots for first aid 

Various robots are being designed to help in first aid, such as a flying drone built                

by Momont and Living Tomorrow to carry medical equipment such as a            

defibrillator to an emergency scene [Webredactie Communication, 2014]. A         

snake-like robotic arm has also been designed to in order to allow a remote              

doctor to assess injuries and perform preliminary diagnostics to help soldiers on            

the battlefield [Chu, 2009]. Also, the DaVinci robot is designed to facilitate            

complex surgery using a minimally invasive approach, and is controlled by a            

surgeon from a console [Intuitive Surgical, 2015]. Thus, several robots have been            

designed to assist in first aid, which require a human to recognize a victim’s              

health state. 

2.3 Pattern recognition related to first aid 

In regard to recognizing behavior in emergencies, many papers have been written            

on detecting fall events for the elderly [e.g., Wang, 2012; Williams et al., 2007].              

However, how humans typically fall has not been explored, although this could            

shed light on the nature of injuries and affect the emergency response. For             

example, if a person has a chest injury, chest compressions could worsen the             

injury and lead to serious consequences.  

Some other useful techniques have been developed in regard to CABD, such as a              

technique for remotely measuring heart rate which could be used to determine            

whether the circulation system is working normally [Poh et al., 2010]. Changizi            

and Rio proposed ways to facilitate a medical professional's detection of cyanosis            
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by using materials with a color similar to a patient’s skin tones and placing              

biosensor tabs on the skin to record skin color at various times [2009]. To              

characterize a patient’s airway, detection of face angle could be used [Huang et al.,              

2007]. For breathing, acoustic recognition of some kinds of breathing with a            

specialized microphone was conducted [Corbishley, 2008]; however, some types         

of breathing which are important for our scenario, such as agonal breathing            

(gasps emitted near death), were not recognized. For bleeding, some previous           

studies have investigated automatic detection of internal hemorrhaging in the          

retina [Hatanaka et al., 2008] and in pelvic injuries [Davuluri et al., 2012], but these               

systems do not detect external bleeding. Thus, some first aid-related recognition           

techniques have been developed but much remains to be done. 

2.4 Emergency medical techniques 

In addition to the “Circulation, Airway, Breathing, Deadly Bleeding” (CABD)          

approach [Travers et al., 2010], the Glasgow coma scale (GCS) [Teasdale et al.,             

1979] offers a useful method of evaluating the conscious state of unresponsive or             

partially responsive victims. Also, formulations such as SOAP (Subjective         

Objective Assessment Plan) [Weed, 1964] and HOPS (History Observation         

Palpation Special tests) [Lbrar, 2013] factor in important knowledge of a victim,            

which a robot might have, such as if a victim has allergies, diabetes, or previous               

injuries. Thus, many first aid skills exist which could be, but have not been,              

transferred to a robot. 

2.5 Contribution 

The novel contribution of this project is recognition for robot-assisted first aid: a             

system which can autonomously assess data of a person in a falling emergency in              

terms of CABD toward facilitating treatment by a medical professional who may            
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be in a remote location or arriving after some delay, or allowing treatment by a               

robot. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Basic Approach 

3.1.1 Scope and Challenge  

To explore the possibility of recognition for first aid by an intelligent system, as a               

proof-of concept, a simplified in-lab scenario was assumed in which good sensor            

data could be acquired (visual and sound, without occlusions or noise) and a             

robot was near the victim. 

The first task which should be accomplished in an emergency is to assess a              

victim's state, but this is difficult even for humans, especially when the victim is              

unresponsive. For example, for a person who has fallen and is unresponsive, we             

would like to know where they may have hurt themselves (based on how they              

fell) and furthermore in terms of CABD: 

1) C: Are there any signs of cyanosis (discoloration of extremities due to             

low oxygenation) which could indicate a problem with circulation? 

2) A: Is the fallen person in a position which might block the airway? 

3) B: Is the fallen person breathing normally or abnormally? 

4) D: Is the fallen person bleeding, and if so is the bleeding deadly (serious               

enough to be likely to cause death)? 

Also, in this project these tasks should be accomplished by a computer/robot. (To             

be accepted for real use, the system will also eventually require high accuracy,             

although this is not a requirement here due to the exploratory nature of this              
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work.) We also note that there are many other health signals which will be              

important to measure and that the selected questions constitute only a starting            

point. 

3.1.2 Classification Algorithms 

Recognition of a person’s health state by a machine requires the use of             

techniques from pattern recognition. Throughout this project we use two          

classification algorithms, SVMs (Support Vector Machines) and k-NN (k-Nearest         

Neighbor). SVMs are a common pattern recognition technique which can achieve           

good performance. k-NN is simple but gives results which may be comparable to             

more complex algorithms, and is used here to check the results from the SVMs. 

3.1.2.1 SVM method 

The SVM (Support Vector Machines) method is a supervised learning method. It            

can deal with noise, high-dimensional and nonlinear problems, and it also has a             

relatively good performance. 

We will describe the SVM algorithm works based on an example with only two              

classes at the beginning. In Figure 1, circles and squares represent two different             

classes, C1 and C2. We want to classify them, which we can do by using Eq. 1. 

                                            

Figure 1.a classification for two classes C1 and C2 in two-dimensional space 

                                                 (Eq. 1)(x) xg = w + b  
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In Eq. 1, g(x) is the classification surface, is a weight vector, x is a vector        ω         

representation of a sample, and b is an offset. To answer if a sample belongs to a                 

class, we need a discrete output. So we can give the function a threshold which is                

used to determine which class a sample belongs to. The threshold value can be              

set with 0. The class of a sample xi can be determined by the value of g(xi). If                  

g(xi)>0, it will be C1 and if g(xi)<0, it will be C2. The formula of the hyperplane (the                  

decision boundary) is g(x)=0. Thus we obtain a new function : 

                                                               (Eq. 2)     f(x) gn[g(x)]    = s  

From Figure 1, we can observe that the decision boundary is not unique if we               

translation it. So we need a metric to find the best one.  

The standard used with SVMs is called the margin. The margin is the distance              

from the closest training data of both classes on both sides of the hyperplane,              

which lies in the middle in Figure 1. The important points on the edges of the                

margin are the support vectors; these are the most difficult to classify points             

which determine the hyperplane. Selecting different hyperplanes between        

different points would result in different margins. The larger the margin is, the             

fewer the number of misclassifications is expected to be. The hyperplane and            

margin can be described in terms of a weight vector w, points x, and an offset b,                 

such that the margin is 2/||w||. Then the margin can be maximized by minimizing              

w, while satisfying conditions for the hyperplane. 

Solving proceeds as follows. A Lagrangian is used to merge the function            

minimizing w and hyperplane conditions, adding a variable . To reduce the       α     

number of variables (w, b, and ), the dual form is used, such that the resulting      α           

equation is written only in . Solving using quadratic programming techniques     α       

then allows to be found, from which w and b can be calculated. With this  α              

knowledge new training samples can be classified with Eq. 2 as f(x) = sgn(wx+b). 
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Another problem is that fault tolerance due to mistakes or noise in the data is               

required. When we try to find a hyperplane with maximum margin, we need to              

use a “soft” margin which permits some mistakes. 

This changes the initial function to minimize to 

                                                 (Eq. 3)(w)h + C ∑
n

i=1
εi  

where h(w) is a function of w, C is a cost parameter, is errors, n is the number of            ε         

samples. 

Furthermore, many data cannot be linearly divided, such as in the case of the xor               

function or when one class is encircled by another class. The use of a kernel               

function allows SVMs to solve nonlinear problems in high or infinite dimensional            

space.  

We describe briefly the basic idea of the kernel trick. 

A transformation can be used to project data into higher dimensions, so they can              

be linearly divided (the hyperplane in the original low dimension space is            

nonlinear and more “expressive”). 

I.e., we could project and into and with : RN -> RM, for some M >    xi   xj   (x )φ i   (x )φ j   φ         

N. 

The problem is if M is high, it takes too much time to calculate each transformed                

point directly. 

The trick is noticing that there is an inner product both in the training and               

discriminative functions of points in input space. Both can be replaced by a kernel              

function , where K is equivalent to the inner product of   and .K(x x )    i, j (x )φ i (x )φ j   

Then we don’t need to directly compute and in high dimensions, but      φ(x )    i  φ(x )    j      

we can instead use the original  and .xi xj  

This is what is called the kernel trick: we can do powerful classification in high               

dimensions with low computation cost by using a kernel function. 
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Various kernels exist, such as radial basis function (RBF), polynomial and sigmoid.            

RBF was chosen because it is a common kernel function with few            

hyperparameters which must be specified. There are many radial basis functions;           

radial basis only means that the value of the function depends on distance from              

some origin. We use a standard gaussian style radial basis function:  

    (x, ) xp(− )K x′ = e
2σ2

‖x−x‖′ 2
2  (Eq. 4) 

 

where we define a variable  as ammag − 1
2σ2

 

Thus, for standard SVMs (“C-SVMs”) with an RBF kernel there are two            

hyperparameters, C and gamma. C specifies a cost for mistakes. A high C value              

will result in a hard margin which overfits and has no mistakes in training. A low                

C value will result in more mistakes in training but will be more general. Gamma               

is a parameter of the RBF kernel describing the amount of influence each support              

vector exerts. A high gamma value means each point exerts very little influence             

and can result in overfitting. A low gamma value means the SVMs will not be able                

to deal with any complex shape. A grid search is often used to find values for C                 

and gamma. We followed this approach. 

Also, SVMs deal with two classes. To deal with more than two classes, a strategy               

has to be selected of one vs. one (a hyperplane is found between each pair of                

classes) and one vs. all (a hyperplane is found between each individual class and              

all other remaining classes). One vs. one requires more computation but can be             

more accurate. Therefore we used one vs. one. 

3.2.1.2 kNN Method 

k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbor) in its simplest form is a lazy learning algorithm which             

does not require training. Due to its simplicity and relatively good performance,            

the k-NN  method has been widely used in many fields.  
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Various versions of k-NN exist. In this project, we employ a simplified version of              

the k-NN method using Euclidean distance, which is a commonly used distance            

metric. 

In general, for an n-dimensional space, the Euclidean distance is: 

(p.q)d = ( )∑
n

i=0
(p )i − qi

2
2

(Eq. 5) 

 

The basic principle of the simplest version of k-NN is described as follows: 

Firstly, the Euclidean distance between a test sample C and all training samples is              

computed. Then the minimum k distances are selected; the corresponding          

training samples represent the nearest k neighbors. The class of the test sample C              

is then determined according to the classes of the closest neighbors. For example,             

in 3-NN, if two neighbors of a test sample are C1 and one is C2, the test sample                  

will be classified as belonging to class C1. 

3.1.3 Hardware 

3.1.3.1 Kinect 

For this project an early version of Kinect (Kinect for Xbox) has been used for fall                

detection systems and airway recognition. Each of the two parts uses one Kinect             

to collect data; thus two Kinects are used. The Kinect contains three types of              

sensors: a standard RGB camera, an infrared (IR) camera, and a microphone array.             

By projecting a laser the IR camera can generate a depth map. The cameras are               

calibrated so that the depth map pixels correspond to the pixels in the standard              

camera images.  
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3.1.3.2 Nao Robot 

NAO is a child-sized humanoid robot with different kind of sensors like cameras,             

IR emitters, a sonar rangefinder, microphones, and pressure sensors, and various           

actuators. The NAO robot can be used to collect data or perform different actions              

after being programmed. 

 

3.1.3.3 Microphone 

We use a standard off-the-shelf microphone to record breathing sounds. 

3.1.3.4 Mannequin 

It might be hard and painful for a human to fall down many times to collect data.                 

Therefore we used a mannequin which is 165 cm tall to simulate falls. We              

extracted skeleton data from the mannequin using the Kinect sensor to analyze            

and recognize fall direction.  

 

3.1.4 Software  

3.1.4.4 LIBSVM 

LIBSVM [Lin et al., 2011] is a free, easy-to-use software package for SVM pattern              

recognition and regression. We used it to perform classification with SVMs. It            

also includes a tool called grid.py which can be used to find hyperparameters c              

and gamma. It does this with a 5-fold grid search. 
 
3.1.4.1 Kinect SDK 
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The Microsoft Kinect SDK is a free software package which provides drivers for             

accessing the sensors in the Kinect and also a variety of useful functionality like              

face tracking and body recognition. We used the Kinect SDK to acquire image and              

pose data. 

3.1.4.2 HTK (Hidden Markov Model Toolkit) 

The Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) is software for using Hidden Markov            

Models (HMMs), mainly intended for speech recognition. We use it to extract            

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) for acoustic analysis. 

3.1.4.3 Praat 

Praat (the Dutch word for "talk" or "speak") is a free software package for the               

analysis of speech in phonetics. We use it to extract pitch and intensity of              

breathing sounds. 

 

3.2 CABD 

3.2.1 Prestep: (F) Fall direction  

 
Many studies indicate how to detect if a person has fallen, as described in Section               

2.3. However, we believe that the fall data could also carry other useful             

information which could facilitate first aid: how a person falls could allow a             

system to make predictions about which part of the person is most likely to be               

hurt. For example, if a person reaches out to stop their fall, their hands could be                

injured. However, falling behavior could be complex, depending on the          

environment (e.g., furniture and ground) and a person’s motion up to the point of              
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falling (e.g., walking forward or getting out of bed). To our knowledge, no previous              

study has described how to model falling behavior because the focus has been on              

detecting fall events and not on inferring injuries. For example, one study            

checked participants’ measured height and downward velocity falling from a          

standing, sitting, or lying position, in order to detect true falling events and avoid              

false positives such as sitting motions [Stone and Skubic 2015]; however the            

described system does not seek to infer which part of a person is struck during a                

fall. Due to the complexity of the problem and the exploratory nature of this              

work, as a first step we focused on a highly simplified version of this problem:               

recognizing the direction of falling from a standing position. Such data could be             

used to help in all CABD parts. 

To detect a person’s fall direction many kinds of data could be used such as RGB                

video or radar data. In this project we used a Kinect sensor as it was already                

available as a sensor on the robot. 

From the Kinect sensor we can obtain a kind of data which is called skeleton data.                

The skeleton data is calculated from the depth data collected by the Kinect IR              

camera. First a depth map is computed then body position is inferred by using an               

intermediate “body parts” representation. At last the skeleton data is created,           

which includes a location for some main joints of a person’s body. A skeleton is               

represented by 20 points. 

The origin in the data marks the location of the Kinect sensor, the x direction is                

the horizontal direction, the y direction is the vertical direction, and the z             

direction is the direction to the Kinect as shown as Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Kinect coordinate 

However in this project we did not use all 20 points. The center shoulder point               

was the most important point in our tracking. The system compared the location             

of this point over time. In a fall, the displacement was large, over a threshold. The                

system also calculated the displacement for each direction (x, y, z), which was             

inputted to a SVM classifier to classify the direction in which a person has fallen.               

The features used for SVM classifier were the displacements for the x,y,z            

directions of the shoulder center joint by each frame.  

We used a mannequin to act as the falling “person” to record data. Four classes               

were used to represent different directions of falling: front, back, left and right.             

We used 10 samples for each type of fall, resulting in 40 samples in total, and                

leave-one-out cross-validation to get the accuracy for the first step result. The            

result of fall direction detection is shown by the confusion matrix below and the              

cross-validation accuracy was 95%. 
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Table.1 Confusion matrix of fall direction detection 

 

From Table 1 we can see there was confusion between front and back. To find out                
why this confusion happened we looked into the training data we used. We             
found out that sometimes falling back and front may have the same x and y               
displacement and if the z displacement is little then the classifier can misclassify             
the data (which relates to the C value of SVM kernel function).  
After the fall direction detection the first Kinect was shut down and a second              
overhead Kinect was activated for the next part of system. 

3.2.2 (C) Circulation (cyanosis)   

 

Circulation, in which blood delivers oxygen from the heart to the rest of the body,               

is essential for human life. Hypoxia or inadequate oxygen level can be fatal, so              

rescuers assess the state of circulation. One symptom of circulation problems           

called cyanosis results in a blue color change to the skin. In this project, we detect                

the presence and location of cyanosis. Cyanosis is divided into two main types:             

central (around the core, lips, and tongue) and peripheral (only the extremities or             

fingers). Here we focus on peripheral cyanosis because it could be easier to             

classify (the fingertips should be around the same color as the rest of the hand               

when circulation is normal, whereas the lips are not the same color as the              

surrounding skin).  
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Data comprising images of hands were obtained by using a Kinect. Then two             

steps were followed. First the foreground was segmented from the normal           

background to find the location of skin. Then we calculated features only where             

there was skin using a grid-based approach to classify which location showed            

cyanosis. 

Approaches used were as follows: 

 

(1) Histogram backprojection 

This method exploits a histogram model to find specific color patterns in an             

image. In this project, we tried to find the skin area using the basic algorithm               

below: 

Step 1. Obtain a template image (Feature image ) 

Step 2. Obtain a skin histogram (Hue-Saturation) from the template image 

Step 3. Obtain a source image, extract the value (Hue-Saturation) of each pixel in              

the source image, find the corresponding values in the histogram, and the            

histogram value is assigned to a new image,  

 

 

Figure 3. backprojection example 

Figure 3. shows a backprojection example. From left to right, the first image is the               

template image, the second one is the color histogram, the third one is a source               

image, and the fourth image is a binary one after backprojection.  

 

(2) Feature extraction 
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In this project, we defined 7 classes for the location on a hand where there could                

be discoloration: top, bottom, left, right, central, peripheral, and none (no           

cyanosis). Also each image was segmented into the 6 regions above to find             

features. Two features were calculated for each region as below: 

 

*features:     relative blueness   :
∑
 

 
b

(r+g+b)∑
 

 

 

          intensity: 
∑
 

 
b

( )∑
 

 
3

r+g+b
  

Thus there are 2 features for each of 6 regions, resulting in a total of 12 features                 

per image. 

(i) First test using just the palm of a hand to extract features 

In order to check the performance of this algorithm, we chose a simple dataset to               

start. We obtained an image with only skin by taking a photo of a palm. And we                 

used an image editing program to add transparent blue layers to the image             

varying in location (top, bottom, left, right, center, periphery, none) and degree of             

transparency (20%, 30%, ..... 80% blue) such that each class had 7 samples. For the               

class with no cyanosis a blue area was not added. 

 

Figure 4. Examples showing different degrees of transparency at different 

locations：top 80%, bottom 60%, left 50%, right 40%, central 30%, peripheral 

20%. 

OpenCV was used to extract features, then k-NN (with k=1 and k=3) and SVMs              

were used to do classification. Both k-NN and SVMs obtained an accuracy of             

100%. 
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(ii) Using blue see-through plastic on hand images containing also background 

Next, a slightly more complex dataset was created. We considered that we            

needed to recognize cyanosis on the mannequin for the final evaluation and that             

the algorithm should be robust to backgrounds. Therefore, we printed out a            

picture of some hands over blue color and taped it onto the mannequin's hands.              

In order to simulate relative blueness (cyanosis), we taped on some blue            

see-through plastic.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. 6 location classes (top) and one backprojection example (bottom) 

 

We generated one preliminary dataset shown in Figure 5 for testing, then built a              

second dataset shown in Figure 6, which would allow us to explore effects of              

weaker blue, light, resolution, background, different hands, occlusion, and         

rotation, which could be challenging for a cyanosis detection algorithm.  
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Figure 6. One example for the “top” class with blue transparency at 50% (8 images) in                

different conditions (low resolution, rotation, a different hand, partially blocked by a            

paper bar, and with a complex background) 

 

 

Figure 7. Four kinds of transparency for each condition, also 80%, 50%, 10%, yielding 32               

samples in total 

 

 
Table 2. k-NN (k=1) result as a confusion matrix 

 
          k-NN (k=1)  

 Predicted Class 

top bottom left    right central peripheral no cyanosis 

 
 
 
Actual 

top      9 0 1 0 2 20 0 

bottom 0 15 7 5 4 0 1 

left 0 8 16 0 2 3 3 
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Class 

right      3 6 1 13 3 4 2 

central 0 1 2 0 19 1 9 

peripheral 23 0 1 1 0 7 0 

no cyanosis     0 0 1 0 3 0 28 

 
 

Table 3. k-NN (k=3) confusion matrix 

 
          KNN (k=3)  

 Predicted Class 

top bottom left    right central peripheral no cyanosis 

 
 
 
Actual 
 
Class 

top      6 0 0 1 1 21 3 

bottom 0 13 3 4 8 2 2 

left 0 5 11 0 5 6 5 

right      3 6 1 11 2 6 3 

central 0 2 1 0 15 1 13 

peripheral 23 0 1 1 0 6 1 

no cyanosis     0 0 1 0 2 0 29 

 

We applied Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation on k-NN to get the result. Each           

sample was used once as a test sample, and the other samples as for training. We                

got the same number of results as the number of samples and used the average of                

the results to approximate the performance of the different value of k. The result              

of k-NN was as follows: for k=1, accuracy was 43.2%; for k=3, accuracy was 36.5%. 

For this problem SVMs obtained a highest accuracy of 51.3% (115 correct out of              

224 total samples). From this result, we can see that some different conditions will              

affect recognition greatly. This is because light and a complex background will            
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have an influence when we find a skin area with cyanosis. Also rotations can              

move the cyanosis to a different region, different hands have different color            

histograms so we may not find the correct skin area, and if there is an occlusion                

blocking half the hand we cannot get the features from the blocked area. Figure 7               

shows some examples whose results are interfered by several factors. 

   

   

Figure 7. The result of backprojection under complex conditions  

3.2.3 (A) Airway  

In first aid the airway state is also important as lack of air can even lead to death.                  

Therefore we need to make sure that an injured person has a good open airway.               

There are several models for what constitutes a good airway. In this work, we              

selected a highly simple model which only checks if a person’s chin is up. For this                

we need to detect the chin position of a person, then we can combine the data                

with data about the fall to estimate the actual state of a person’s airway. 

To detect the chin position we used the Kinect sensor’s face tracking technology             

and OpenCV. Direction of fall was first detected as described previously using a             

Kinect facing a standing person. After a person’s fall this Kinect may not be able to                

detect the person’s data again so for the face tracking part we used another Kinect               
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located below the ceiling facing toward the lying person. From this technique we             

can get the angle of a person’s head. Then we can get the chin position. 

 
Figure 8. Kinect face tracking angles 

We tested two cases, when a face is frontal or sideways, and three classes for the                

position of the chin: straight, up and down. Our algorithm first checked to see if               

Kinect face tracking technology could be used, which returned results in the            

frontal case; if the Kinect could not find the face, an image was automatically              

taken and OpenCV was used to detect sideways faces. We used SVMs to do the               

classification. The recording of head pose was done by a real person as shown              

below.  

For the first case we recorded 60 samples, 20 for each class, and the result of the                 

first step for chin up detection was a cross-validation accuracy of 100%. 

For the second case OpenCV was used to compute Haar-like features to classify             

the right side face (shown as Figure X). 
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Figure 9. OpenCV side face classification: (left) classification result, (right) source image            

and detected face 

If a right side face is not detected in the picture, the program flips the picture and                 

attempts to find out if there is a left side face in the picture. If still no face is                   

detected the system assumes that the head is facing to the ground. A model using               

Haar-like features for side face detection was provided by OpenCV. For 10 test             

samples we took to test the side face the accuracy was 60% by using the Haar-like                

model provided by OpenCV. The result is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Confusion matrix for side face detecting 

  Predicted Class 

right side left side no face 

  

Actual Class 

right side 2 1 1 

left side 0 2 2 

no face 0 0 2 
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3.2.4 (B) Breathing 

Breathing is also necessary for life: no breathing or agonal breathing, a kind of              

labored breathing indicating a state near death, indicate that medical intervention           

is needed. Thus, our goal was to also recognize abnormal breathing. For this             

acoustic analysis with two different kinds of features was conducted.  

First data were obtained as follows. We defined and recorded five kinds of             

breathing sounds: regular breathing, fast breathing, slow breathing, no breath,          

agonal breathing. We acquired data for the above sounds from ten people. They             

came from different countries, both genders were represented, and ages ranged           

from 22 to 66 with an average of 32.2 years. 

We wanted to investigate how close our microphone needed to be. Therefore,            

each person recorded each kind of breathing sound two times. The first time, the              

microphone was held very close to the nose. The second time, we put the              

microphone almost two palm widths far away from the nose. 

20 samples were obtained for each of the five classes, yielding 100 samples. At              

least 8 seconds was recorded for each sample. But for the slow breathing, the              

time of recording was often more than 8 seconds. 

Assumptions were as follows. Our project does not detect a breathing signal            

which is far away, or remove sources of noise and interference from the signal              

(we assume there’s no noise when we record the breathing from a person). So in               

this project, we record breathing sound in a quiet room using a microphone close              

to a person.  

We recorded the sounds using Praat and saved them as WAV files.  

Then features were calculated. 

Through Praat and HTK we obtained a number of acoustic features as listed             

below: 

 Acoustic Features: 
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       Pitch and intensity (from Praat) 
● Pitch-frequency of sound (Hz): Mean, Max, Min, Range, Standard         

Deviation, Quartiles 
● Intensity-sound power per unit area (dB-decibel): Mean, Max, Min,         

Range, Standard Deviation, Quartiles 
        MFCCs (from HTK) 

● MFCCs-Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients: Mean, Max, Min,      
Range, Standard Deviation, Quartiles 

 
These features were calculated because: 
Pitch and Intensity are useful indicators of emotional states, such as joy, anger,             
fear, boredom, etc. [Liscombe et al., 2003][Litman et al., 2004]. 
The first 13 MFCCs are most important (the other 26 coefficients are derivatives)             
[Huang et al., 2001]. 
 
Process for calculating MFCCs (using HTK). 

1. Pre-emphasis-enhance the high frequency part, so that the spectrum of          
the signal becomes flat. 

2. Subframe sampling 
3. Data window, dealing with a window shape mathematical function used          

to make an approximate period signal. 
4. FFT-Fast Fourier Transform, get energy distribution of spectrum. 
5. Mel filter, map onto mel scale [Smith et al., 200] which is a kind of               

nonlinear frequency scale using triangular filters. 
6. Calculate Logarithmic energy  
7. DCT- Discrete Cosine Transform, to get the MFCCs 
8. (Dynamic extraction, Calculating Delta MFCCs (not used here)) 

 
After extracting features, we used k-NN and SVMs to classify using           
Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation. 
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Table 5. Recognition accuracy of different features using 1-NN, 3-NN, SVMs  

 pitch  intensity MFCCs pitch&intensity MFCCs&pitch&intensity 

1NN  62%  88% 99%   64%   80% 

3KNN  65%  83% 97%   67%   75% 

SVMs  67%  88% 98%   69%   83% 

 
 

Table 6. A result example of extracting pitch feature using 3-NN  

KNN (k=3)  pitch  Predicted Class 

regular fast slow agonal no breath 

Actual 
Class 

regular  9 3 7 0 1 

fast 4 8 5 3 0 

slow 9 2 9 0 0 

agonal 0 0 1 19 0 

no breath 0 0 0 0 20 

 

From the confusion matrix shown in Table 5, it can be seen that recognition              

accuracy between regular breathing, fast breathing, and slow breathing needs to           

be improved. And one of samples in regular breathing class was predicted to be              

no breath. This sample was recorded by microphone which is double palm            

distance far from nose. It may be out of the range of microphone to get a perfect                 

sound, although we can still hear a slight sound. The result of the 3 kinds of                

features advancing from lowest accuracy toward the highest are pitch, intensity,           

MFCCs. Mixing features did not improve accuracy for the tested data. And SVMs             

yielded higher accuracy than k-NN. 
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3.2.5 (D) Deadly bleeding 

Sometimes falls can also lead to wounds which bleed. Bleeding can be normal or              

massive. Normal bleeding usually stops due to hemostasis, involving         

vasoconstriction, plugging and coagulation. However, a person can die of massive           

hemorrhaging when hemostasis is insufficient to stop the bleeding. In such a            

situation, without treatment the injured person may die in minutes. Therefore in            

first aid it is necessary to detect how severely an injured person is bleeding and               

where, so it can be treated. 

(1) Degree of bleeding 

Massive hemorrhaging has been defined as losing blood at the speed of 2.5ml/s,             

or losing a volume of over 50% of the whole amount of a person’s blood within                

three hours [Stainsby et al. 2000]. The latter criterion could be difficult to use in a                

first aid situation because different people have different amounts of blood, and            

we shouldn’t wait for an injured person to lose such an amount of blood (like               

30%). So testing the speed of the bleeding was thought to be a better choice. 

In order to detect the bleeding speed automatically by the system this project             

uses image analysis. Images are obtained from a Kinect device. From the images             

the system calculates the speed of bleeding. 

To simulate hemorrhaging we used pieces of cotton cloth to represent clothing            

which a person might be wearing. For the blood we used some colored water              

instead. After putting a fixed amount of “blood” (such as 5 ml) into a syringe we                

pushed the “blood” out onto the cotton at a constant speed then took pictures              

every second. The pictures of blood were collected and used as samples. The             

samples of blood were also used in detecting the location of bleeding. Figure 10              

shows how the samples looked like. 
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Figure 10. A sample of 3 ml blood after the first second on cotton 

 
Samples were obtained showing how the different amounts of blood on cotton            

will appear. OpenCV was used to find the red part in the picture (in this project                

blood is consider as the only red to appear). The area of the red part was                

calculated and at last the relationship between the area and the amount of blood              

was found. 

Using the relationship between area and amount of blood, the system can            

calculate the bleeding speed by two pictures which are taken from the same             

location but different time (the time period between two pictures is known by the              

system). 

(2) Location of bleeding 

Knowing the speed of bleeding is not enough for first aid. The location of a               

bleeding part is also important. Different locations of bleeding need different           

actions; for example, a tourniquet could be used on limbs but not on chest              

bleeding. 
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Thus the system needs to find the location of the bleeding part on the body. A                

common way for an emergency medical worker to detect bleeding is to put on a               

white glove and swipe over the injured person’s body to identify places which are              

bleeding. 

To detect the location of bleeding part we combined the Kinect skeleton data with              

image analysis. The system saves the current image and calculates the locations of             

the 20 skeleton joints in the image. Next image analysis to conducted to find the               

center of the red part (shown as Figure 11). Finally the program calculates the              

distance between the center point and 20 joints. 

 
Figure 11. Skeleton joints (left image) and red color detection (right image) are combined 

to detect location of bleeding from the Kinect image 
 

The distance data were calculated and used in classifying the location. 

The classifier we chose was SVMs. The locations of bleeding were divided into 6              

classes: head, body, left arm, right arm, left leg, and right leg. When collecting the               

training data we put the blood sample on different parts of the body. 10 samples               

were obtained for each class, yielding a total of 60 samples. The cross-validation             

accuracy for the samples was 98.3% and the confusion matrix is shown as Table 7.               

The cross-validation accuracy shows the samples can be used to get the model             

for the online classifying. 

 
Table 7. The confusion matrix for blood location detection 
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  Predicted Class 

Actual 
class 

  head body left 
arm 

right 
arm 

left leg right 
leg 

head 9 1 0 0 0 0 

body 0 10 0 0 0 0 

left 
arm 

0 0 10 0 0 0 

right 
arm 

0 0 0 10 0 0 

left leg 0 0 0 0 10 0 

right 
leg 

0 0 0 0 0 10 

After the system estimates bleeding speed and location it saves them and            
waits for the information to be used by other parts of the system. 

4 Final Evaluation 

4.1 Software setup 

In order to obtain an overall estimation of the state of a fallen person all of the                 

individual parts for CABD should be combined to make an online system. The             

environment will have some influence on the detection of different parts (e.g.,            

light may affect the RGB image data) and some of the data should be shared               

within different parts of the system. The final evaluation of the combined system             

program was simpler but more adaptable than the data classification solutions           

described previously. The final integrated system flow chart is shown in Figure 12             

below. 
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Figure 12. Integrated system flow chart 

 
The overall situations are shown in Table 8 and from the table we can see that the                 

system can classify 2401 possibilities of a person’s situation after fall. 
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Table 8. Overall situations 

Fall C A B D 

front yes up regular massive head 

back no down fast normal body 

left   left slow no left arm 

right   right agonal   right arm 

    no face no 
breath 

  left leg 

          right leg 

 
As the number of the possibilities was too large we combined some of them to               

get some further possibilities to reduce the total number to 217. The possibilities             

are shown as Table 9 below. 

 
Table 9. Final situation classes 

Fall C A B D 

front yes good breath massive head 

back no bad no breath normal body 

sides     agonal no limbs 

 

4.2 Hardware setup 

 
This project was designed for an intelligent room so when testing the system we              

needed to place the different kinds of hardware in an appropriate position. The             

position of the Kinect is shown in Figure 13. A speaker was placed on the               
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mannequin to play the breathing sound and a microphone was also used on the              

mannequin to record the breathing sound. 

 
Figure 13. Hardware, and locations of Kinects and mannequin 

 

4.3 Online testing 

 

4.3.1 Fall direction detection 

 
For fall direction detection we pushed the mannequin in four directions (each            

direction 10 times) to test the online classification accuracy. The result is shown as              

Table 10. 

 
Table 10. Online test result for fall direction detection. 

  Classifier output 

front back left right 
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Push 

direction 

front 6 1 2 1 

back 0 9 1 0 

left 2 0 8 0 

right 1 0 0 9 

 
From the test a fall direction detection accuracy of 80% was obtained. The             

detection of falling front was much harder to classify than other classes. After             

checking the data we found that sometimes falling front may cause the            

mannequin to become close to the Kinect sensor and cause the Kinect to stop              

collecting data during the fall.  

However the test result shows that using Kinect to detect the fall direction is              

feasible and it is necessary to find ways to optimize this part in the future. 

 

4.3.2 Cyanosis detection 

We printed out a picture of a hand in color and taped it on to the mannequin's                 

hands with some blue see-through plastic in different locations on the hand.            

After the second Kinect obtained the skeleton data it also saved the current RGB              

image (size: 1280*960) and transformed the depth data of 20 skeleton joints into             

pixel coordinate data in the saved RGB image. Then we use the RGB coordinate              

data of hand joints as the center to extract a 128*96 image. The image obtained               

has the hand and background. After the new image is obtained we increase the              

size of the image to 640*480 (5 times larger) by using the interlinear method in               

OpenCV and save the image.  
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Figure 14. An example of a sample ‘s  backprojection result 

 
From Figure 14, we can see that the quality of the picture is very low due to the                  

limited resolution of the Kinect. The color information obtained is not abundant            

so that the features are primarily sensitive to the influence from brightness as             

opposed to color. And we tried best to avoid interfering factors. 

 
Table 11. Cyanosis detection result  

 
  

 Predicted Class 

top botto
m 

left  
right 

centr
al 

peripher
al 

no cyanosis 

 
 
 
Actua
l 
 
Class 

top      4 0 0 0 0 5 0 

bottom 0 5 0 0 3 2 1 

left 0 0 6 0 1 3 0 

right     0 0 0 6 2 2 0 

central 0 2 0 0 7 1 0 

periphera
l 

4 2 0 1 0 3 0 

no 
cyanosis 

     0 0 1 0 1 0 8 
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4.3.3 Airway detection 

 
After fall detection the system started the airway direction detection part. As the             

mannequin is not a real person and does not tend to retain a sideways pose we                

decided to temporarily block the system and put the mannequin in a different             

pose like a real person might assume (40 times in total regarding the fall direction)               

then start the program again (when the system is running to detect the health              

state of a real person the block will be removed). The result for airway is shown in                 

Table 12 and Table 13. 

 
Table 12. Head pose detection result 

  classifier output 

up down right left no face 

head 
position 

up 3 0 0 0 0 

down 0 3 0 0 0 

right 0 0 8 1 3 

left 0 0 2 6 4 

no face 0 0 0 0 10 

 
Table 13. Final result after combining with fall direction 

 classifier output 

good bad 

Airway 
situation 

good 15 5 

bad 0 20 
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From the result we can see the side face detection negatively affected the             

accuracy of the chin pose detection, such that the final airway detection accuracy             

was 87.5% out of 40 test times. 

4.3.4 Breathing detection 

We use a Praat script in the program to record a breathing sound from audio               

played back using the data obtained from the 10 people described previously.            

Because of the noise of the audio itself and the different environment, the result is               

not exactly the same. Fast breathing may be predicted to be agonal breathing and              

no breathing was predicted to be regular breathing. We used 40 samples to test. 

Table 14. Breathing recognition result 

  Predicted Class 

regular fast slow    agonal no 
breath 

 
 
Actual 
Class 

regular         4 0 1 5 0 

fast 0 6 0 3 0 

slow 4 0 5 0 0 

agonal 0 0 0 10 0 

no 
breath 

2 1 0 0 7 

 

4.3.5 Deadly Bleeding detection 

After the airway detection starts the bleeding detection starts. To simulate blood            

we used premade blood samples. After the time one picture was taken the system              

was blocked and the sample was pasted onto the mannequin. A total of 40              
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samples were used, with 18 samples for massive bleeding, 18 for normal and 4 for               

no bleeding. In a real application the system will not be blocked and the program               

will take a 1 second delay between two pictures. The result is shown in Table 15                

and 16. 

Table 15.Blood location detection result 

  
accuracy 97.2% 

Predicted Class 

head body left 
arm 

right 
arm 

left leg right 
leg 

Actual 
locatio
n 

head 6 0 0 0 0 0 

body   5 1 0 0 0 

left 
arm 

0 0 6 0 0 0 

right 
arm 

0 0 0 6 0 0 

left leg 0 0 0 0 6 0 

right 
leg 

0 0 0 0 0 6 

 
Table 16. Bleeding rate detection 

 Accuracy 85% calculated result 

massive normal no 

Actual 
kind 

massive 16 2 0 

normal 4 14 0 

no 0 0 4 
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As the lighting affected color detection the area of bleeding was sometimes not so              

accurate. Thus some speeds of hemorrhaging like 2 ml/s and 2.5 ml/s around the              

threshold were confused sometimes.  

 

4.4 Summary of Current State 

 

Figure 9. System plan and current state 

Thus we integrated the different parts of the system and evaluated all of the basic               

requirements of the CABD detection which we had implemented. 

4.5 Discussion 
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4.5.1 Findings 

In this project the system we created was able to estimate the health state of a                

simulated fallen person in terms of CABD in a simplified scenario. The system can              

provide information which could be useful to people coming to help and could             

also allow a robot to take some simple actions to help. Furthermore it could              

provide help in a rapid manner, which would be useful because the first few              

minutes after an injury are important for first aid. A more fully developed version              

of this system could help people who live alone and far away from hospital when               

they need help and the elder people in nursing home who require 24 hour care,               

and could even possibly save people’s lives in the future. 

 

4.5.2 Limitations 

 

The current system has various limitations. First of all the system needs to run in               

an intelligent environment which has all the required sensors. For the fall            

direction detection part the Kinect features rely on the depth data; therefore the             

space between the fallen person and Kinect cannot have any occlusions. As color             

detection is used in the system, stable illumination is required. On the other hand              

the color of the background will also be detected in the system. Therefore red and               

blue can’t appear in the background or on the clothing worn. As breathing             

recognition is conducted by sound the environment cannot be noisy. 

For the data collected, we cannot obtain data for real agonal breathing or             

cyanosis; therefore the data was not perfect but just an approximation. 

Future work will seek to address these limitations. 
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4.5.3 Future Work 

4.5.3.1. Estimating locations of injuries and additional recognition for CABD 

Injuries can be estimated based on manner of fall. Falling to the front, back or side                

can lead to injury in different parts of the body. If a patient falls backward, there                

could be a back problem (this is important because for example, if there is a               

cervical spine injury, then a jaw-thrust approach could be more appropriate than            

tilting the head and lifting the chin). Thus it is important to correctly estimate              

injuries or the patient could get secondary injuries. 

Additional work could also be tackle the topics below to better estimate CABD. 

C: Central cyanosis, appearing on the lips. 

A: More complex poses including sniffing position, ramped position for obese,           

and recovery position, which can help material blocking the airway to leave. 

B: Other kinds of anomalous breathing such as wheezing or choking 

D: Bleeding source/flow estimation factoring in effects of gravity and clothing 

4.5.3.2. Improving recognition with the robot  

For all parts of CABD, a robot can remove occluding objects or change             

perspective to obtain better visual data, as in the examples below. 

C: a robot can make hands visible if hidden (due to e.g., occlusion by clothing or                

placement under the body) by pulling on clothing or the person’s body 

A: a robot could remove clothing which prevents seeing how the spine and chin              

align, and could sense within the person’s mouth to see if there is an obstruction               

(if the chin is lifted with something in the airway the object can move in deeper                

and become harder to remove) 
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B: a robot can hold a sensor in front of a person’s mouth to determine if air is                  

moving in and out; and can bring a microphone close or use a touch-based              

microphone which would be important in loud environments 

D: a robot could remove clothing, to help to determine sources of bleeding. 

4.5.3.4 Autonomous first aid/CPR by a robot 

A robot should call for help and upload the data of the patient to a medical                

professional so that the robot can be remote controlled to conduct the first aid,              

but in the future a robot itself could also perform some action based on              

recognition results. This could include, for example, chest compressions, moving          

the person’s chin up to have a better airway, giving CPR if breathing is agonal or                

treating shock if indicated by breathing, and preventing bleeding via cooling           

injuries, compressing and elevating or in an extreme case by applying a            

tourniquet. 
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